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a b s t r a c t
Oneof the important tasks inwireless sensor networks is broadcasting,which ariseswhen a
sender node has to communicate information to all the other nodes of the network. In order
to save energy, which is often a limited resource, broadcasting has to be done efficiently
from an energy perspective. Energy efficiency can hereby be achieved by adjusting the
transmission power levels of the sensor nodes’ antennas. This classical problem is known as
the minimum energy broadcast (MEB) problem. In this work we deal with a generalization
of this problem which is known as the minimum energy broadcast problem in sensor
networkswith realistic antennas (MEBRA). The difference to the classicalMEBproblem is to
be found in amore realistic antennamodel. In thisworkwepropose a distributed ant colony
optimization algorithm for solving the MEBRA problem. The experimental evaluation of
the proposed algorithm shows that it generally improves over the centralized version of
a classical heuristic. Moreover, depending on the exact antenna model used, the results
of the distributed ant colony optimization algorithm are very close to the results of the
centralized algorithm version.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the 1980s a computer easily filled a whole room and communication between computers was possible by wired links.
In the last 20 years many technological advances have pushed the development of new methodologies for networking.
Nowadays, not only computers are able to communicate, but also small devices such as mobile phones may be linked by
wireless communication networks. The introduction of wireless technology has caused wireless networks to be created
on the fly (wireless ad hoc networks). As a result, networks form spontaneously as soon as devices are within the
communication range of each other.
The above mentioned technological advances have also resulted in the development of a new type of wireless networks,
called sensor networks [1]. Sensor nodes are rather small devices whose size ranges from approximately one to seven inches
including thewireless radio. Sensor nodes owe their name due to the fact that they are equippedwith various sensors which
allow them to monitorize physical data such as humidity, light or acceleration. During recent years quite a few applications
for sensor networks have been proposed. Examples include environmental monitoring, patient monitoring in health care,
etc. Researchers are specially attracted by the ease of use and the numerous features of these networks, which come at a
relatively low cost. From an algorithmic perspective, sensor networks are also a useful testbed for distributed algorithms.
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Their working is based on the exchange of local information between nodes in order to achieve a global goal. Cooperation
between the sensor nodes is an important feature for the compensation of their shortcomings when solving complex tasks.
Ad hoc and sensor networks are sometimes implemented in regions without a reliable power supply. Therefore, nodes
are usually equipped with batteries. In this scenario, energy becomes a scarce resource which must be carefully controlled.
Energy-aware algorithms and protocols aim at extending network lifetime and performance by minimizing the energy
consumption of all regular operations. In this paperwe dealwith one of these regular operations, namely broadcasting, which
is the action of one sender node transmitting information (possibly in amulti-hop fashion) to all other nodes of the network.
In this paperwe deal with theminimum energy broadcast problem in sensor networkswith realistic antennas (MEBRAs) which
was introduced in [2]. This problem is a generalization of the classical minimum energy broadcast (MEB) problem from the
literature [3]. In contrast to the assumptionmade in theMEB, real antennas are not able to transmit at any given transmission
power, that is, any real value between 0 and themaximumone allowed by the hardware. Instead, real antennas usually have
a set of fixed transmission power levels. For example, sensor nodemanufacturers such as Coalesenses GmbH (iSense) or Sun
Microsystems (SunSPOTs) use antennas with six, respectively 200, transmission power levels (in addition to the state of
turning the antennas off).
1.1. Related work
The classical MEB problem, especially in the case of considering omni-directional antennas, has been intensively tackled
in the literature. A comprehensive survey can be found in [3]. The current state of the art among centralized approaches
is the ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm from [4,5]. This algorithm, which makes intensive use of the r-shrink local
search procedure proposed in [6], compares very favorably in comparison to other approaches both in computation time
consumption and in solution quality. In addition to the case of considering omni-directional antennas, the above-mentioned
ACO algorithm was successfully applied to three other versions of the MEB problem: (1) the MEB problem considering
directional antennas, enabling nodes to adjust the beam direction and the beam width of the transmission for saving
energy and avoiding collisions; (2) theminimum energymulticast (MEM) problem,which considers the case of transmitting
information only to a subset of the nodes in the network; and (3) the MEM problem with directional antennas, which
considers both multicasting and directional antennas simultaneously. Other solution approaches based on local search
include [7,8] and power-basedmethods such as [6]. Evenmore sophisticatedmetaheuristic approaches have been developed
in [9–12].
Among the centralized deterministic heuristics for the MEB problem with omni-directional antennas, the broadcast
incremental power (BIP) algorithm [13,14] is regarded as a classical benchmark algorithm. Other competitive heuristics
include multipoint relaying (MPR) [15] and dominant pruning (DP) [16]. Concerning BIP, it is worth mentioning that
the algorithm has also been adapted to work for multicasting [14] and for the MEB problem considering directional
antennas [17]. The basic working of the BIP algorithm can be described as follows. It creates a broadcast in a step-by-step
manner, starting with a partial solution which only includes the original sender node. At each step, the algorithm identifies
the node that can be included into the current partial solutionwith the lowest increase in total transmission power required
by the solution. Note, that including a node in a solution means that its position must be covered by the transmission area
of another node which is already in the solution.
In contrast to centralized approaches, work concerning distributed approaches for tackling theMEB problem is quite rare.
The best ones among these approaches are a distributed version of the BIP algorithm (known as DBIP) whichwas introduced
by Wieselthier et al. in [18], and fractional transmission scheme (FTS) proposed by Vellambi et al. in [19]. Another work is
the one by Chen et al. [20], which also considers broadcasting. However, the authors focus on a slightly different problem
concerning the reduction of the broadcast time. Although the authors of [20] also give importance to the efficient use of
power resources, they show that their algorithm consumes much more energy than DBIP.
1.2. Our contribution
In this paper we introduce a distributed ant colony optimization algorithm for solving the MEBRA problem. The working
of this algorithm is based on the classical BIP heuristic. However, in order to be able to use themechanismof BIP,we introduce
a new localized criterion for extending partial solutions during solution construction. The obtained results show that the
distributed ant colony optimization algorithm even outperforms the classical (centralized) BIP heuristic. This is in contrast
to the distributed version of BIP (labeled DBIP), which performs significantly worse than BIP.
1.3. Organization of the paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally describe the minimum energy broadcast problem
in sensor networks with realistic antennas. In Section 3 we introduce the BIP algorithm as well as the new localized
way of extending partial solutions. Furthermore, in Section 4 we introduce the new distributed ant colony optimization
algorithm for the MEBRA problem, which is the main contribution of this research. Finally, in Section 5 we show the results
obtained by our algorithm on different sets of benchmark instances, and in Section 6 we provide conclusions and deal with
future work.
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2. Minimum energy broadcasting with realistic antennas
Given a set of sensor nodes V , each node i ∈ V may choose a transmission power level pi ∈ P = {tp1, . . . , tpm}, where P
is a finite set ofm different transmission power levels such that tp1 = 0 and tpl < tpl+1 for all l = 1, . . . ,m− 1. We assume
that signal power diminishes at a rate proportional to r−α , where r is the distance to the signal source, and α is a parameter
that, depending on the environment, takes typically values between 2 and 4. As in most other works we chose α = 2; see,
for example, [13]. A sender node i is able to successfully transmit a signal to a receiver node j if pi ≥ k · d(i, j)α , where d(i, j)
is the Euclidean distance between i and j, and k is the receiving node’s power threshold for signal detection which is usually
normalized to 1.
As a generalization of the classical MEB problem (see [21]) the minimum energy broadcast problem in sensor networks
with realistic antennas (MEBRA), as outlined in the following, is NP-hard. The MEBRA can be formally stated as follows.
Given is a set V of sensor nodes with fixed positions in a 2-dimensional area. Introducing a directed link (i, j) between all
(ordered) pairs i ≠ j of nodes such that d(i, j)α ≤ tpm, where d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between i and j, induces a
directed network G = (V , E). Given a source node s ∈ V , one must find transmission power levels for all sensor nodes such
that (1) a broadcast from s to all other sensor nodes is possible, and (2) the sum of all transmission powers is minimal. This
corresponds to finding a directed spanning tree T = (V , ET )with root node s in G such that function f () is minimized:
f (T ) :=

i∈V
max
(i,j)∈ET
pij (1)
where pij ∈ P is the emission power necessary to reach node j from node i. Note that for all i ∈ V , pij ∈ P is defined such
that
pij = min{tpl ∈ P | tpl ≥ d(i, j)α ∧ tpl−1 < d(i, j)α}. (2)
Note that the transmission power level setting which corresponds to a solution T is obtained by setting pi := 0 for all leaf
nodes of T , and pi := max(i,j)∈ET pij otherwise.
3. Deterministic algorithm for the MEBRA problem
As mentioned before, the broadcast incremental power (BIP) algorithm [13] is a classical heuristic for the solution of
the MEB problem. Modifications introduced in [22,2] enabled its application to the MEBRA problem. The problem for the
development of a distributed algorithm on the basis of BIP is to be found in the fact that the greedy function used by
BIP cannot be used within a distributed algorithm. This is because global information about the partial solution under
consideration is necessary for its computation. In the following we first describe the BIP algorithm for the MEBRA problem.
Subsequently, the modifications of the greedy function are introduced.
3.1. BIP for the MEBRA problem
The BIP algorithm starts from a partial solution T = (VT , ET ), where VT := {s} and ET := ∅, which is iteratively
increased until all nodes in the network are included in the solution. In other words, T initially includes only the source
node s. Henceforth we denote by VT the set of sensor nodes which are not included in the current partial solution, that is,
VT := V \ VT . At each construction step, one edge is added to the current partial solution. The setNT of potential links that
can be added to T is defined as follows:
NT := {(i, j) ∈ E | i ∈ VT , j ∈ VT }, (3)
where E is the edge set of the directed network G as defined in Section 2. More specifically,NT consists of those links whose
source node is in T , whereas the goal node is not in T . The choice of a link from NT is done by means of a greedy function
η() that assigns a value to each e ∈ NT . The BIP algorithm uses the following greedy function:
η(e) := f (T ⋆)− f (T ), e ∈ NT . (4)
Hereby, T ⋆ is defined as follows:
T ⋆ := T ⊕ {e} ⊕ {(u, v) | u ∈ VT ∧ v ∈ VT ∧ f (T ⊕ e⊕ {u, v}) = f (T ⊕ e)}. (5)
The operation⊕ adds an edge e to a tree T . In addition it adds to T the endnode of e which is not yet part of T . Concerning
Eq. (5), T ⋆ is obtained by extending T with edge e = (i, j) and additionally with all the other edges fromNT (if any) that can
be added to T without any further increase of the global transmission power. This concerns all links e′ = (i, k) ∈ NT with
d(i, k) ≤ pij.
In other words, the greedy function η() used by BIP accounts for the increase of transmission power caused by adding a
link e. At each step of the BIP algorithm, the link e ∈ NT with minimal greedy value is chosen. Finally, note that the solution
construction stops when VT = ∅. The pseudo-code of BIP is provided in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The BIP procedure for the MEBRA problem
1: input: a network G = (V , E) and a source node s ∈ V
2: T := ({s},∅)
3: while VT ≠ V do
4: e = (i, j) := argmine′∈NT {η(e′)}
5: T ′ := T ′ ⊕ (i, j)
6: end while
7: output: T
3.2. Modification of BIP’s greedy function
Due to its global character the original greedy function of BIP can hardly be used within a distributed algorithm in which
each sensor node has to choose a transmission power level without any knowledge about the shape of the current partial
solution. With this in mind, we subsequently propose a modification of the original greedy function of BIP. This is done with
two aims:
1. The modified greedy function should also be applicable in a distributed environment.
2. Ideally, the modified greedy function should also be beneficial for the centralized BIP algorithm.
The central idea for a modified greedy function is quite simple. Instead of only taking into account the global increase in
transmission power, the modified greedy function should also consider the number of new nodes which will be added to
the current solution at each step. In other words, the increase in transmission power should be weighted by the number of
added nodes. This idea gave rise to the following modified greedy function:
η+(e) := f (T
⋆)− f (T )
|VT⋆ | − |VT | . (6)
In the followingwewill refer to the version of BIP using this newgreedy function asBIP+. Obviously, this greedy function still
has a global character, that is, BIP+ is a centralized algorithm. However, it may be used in a distributed setting by replacing
the numerator of the definition of η+() by the transmission power that is necessary to include the goal-node of the edge
under consideration.
Although the change in the greedy function is rather small, the structure of the solutions generated by BIP and BIP+ is
quite different. An example is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for a small network of seven sensor nodes with node 1 being the source
node. The concentric circles around node 1 indicate the six different transmission power levels (remember that tp1 = 0).
Moreover, we assume that all sensor nodes are equipped with equivalent antennas. Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) show the initial
situation of BIP and BIP+, respectively. The gray-shaded area indicates the transmission power level for node 1 chosen by
the two algorithms in the first step. While BIP chooses the smallest transmission power level such that at least one new
sensor node is covered, BIP+ makes use of the greedy function η+ and chooses tp5. The final solutions of BIP and BIP+ are
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). Due to the solution construction mechanism of BIP it might be that – at the end of a solution
construction – some sensor nodes may choose a lower transmission power level without destroying the broadcast property
of the solution. For example, in the final solution of BIP (see Fig. 1(b)) sensor node 2 could even be switched off, because
sensor node 4 is also covered by the transmission of the source node 1. In fact, the literature offers a procedure, called
SWEEP [14], which takes care of this. The result after applying SWEEP is shown in Fig. 1(c). Unfortunately, SWEEP cannot
be easily applied in a distributed setting. Moreover, in our example, the solution of BIP+ is still better than the one of BIP
after the application of SWEEP. This example can, of course, not be seen as a proof that BIP+ consistently outperforms BIP.
However, it shows that BIP+ might have advantages over BIP under certain conditions. An experimental evaluation of BIP
versus BIP+ is presented in Section 5 of this work.
4. The distributed ant colony optimization algorithm
In the following we outline the distributed ACO algorithm that we developed on the basis of the centralized state-of-
the-art ACO algorithm introduced by Hernández and Blum in [2]. The original centralized ACO algorithm is a so-called
MAX–MIN Ant System (MMAS) implemented in the Hyper-Cube Framework (HCF) [23], which is an iterative algorithm
working roughly as follows. First, at each iteration na solutions to the problem are constructed in a probabilistic way based
on pheromone information and heuristic information. Remember that solutions in this context are spanning trees rooted in
the source node s. Second, improvement procedures based on local search are applied to each of these trees. The pheromone
model T consists of a pheromone value τe for each link e ∈ E (for the definition of E see Section 2). After the initialization of
the variables T bs (i.e., the best-so-far solution), T rb (i.e., the restart-best solution), and cf (i.e., the convergence factor), all the
pheromone values are set to 0.5. At each iteration, after the generation of na solutions, some of them are used for updating
the pheromone values.
DistACO uses the same algorithmic framework. Nevertheless, major design and implementation issues – as outlined in
the following – arise. DistACO is devised to be executed directly on the sensor network whose transmissions power levels
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(a) BIP initial state (VT = {1}). (b) BIP final solution. (c) BIP+ SWEEP final solution.
Fig. 1. An example for theworking of BIP in the case of a simple sensor networkwith seven nodes. Node 1 is the source node. All sensor nodes are equipped
with the same antennas providing six different transmission power levels (shown as concentric circles around source node 1). (a) shows the initial situation,
(b) shows the final solution of BIP, and (c) shows the final solution of BIP after the application of SWEEP.
(a) BIP+ initial state (VT = {1}). (b) BIP+ final solution (VT = V ).
Fig. 2. An example for the working of BIP+ in the case of a simple sensor network with seven nodes. Node 1 is the source node. All sensor nodes are
equipped with the same antennas providing six different transmission power levels (shown as concentric circles around source node 1). (a) shows the
initial situation, and (b) shows the final solution of BIP+ .
Algorithm 2 Task of master node s in DistACO for the MEBRA problem
1: input: the number of solutions to be constructed at each iteration (na), and an iteration limit (iterlimit)
2: it = 0
3: while it < iterlimit do
4: for j = 1 to na do
5: T j := TriggerSolutionConstruction()
6: end for
7: T ib := argmin{f (T 1), . . . , f (T na)}
8: TriggerPheromoneUpdate()
9: it = it + 1
10: end while
11: output: T bs
are to be optimized. The algorithm is controlled by a master node that governs the algorithmic flow described above. This
role is played by the source node s. The tasks of master node s consist in triggering actions of other nodes of the network
and collect their results. A high-level description of the work flow of master node s is given in Algorithm 2. The actions to
be triggered – that is, the construction of a solution and the pheromone update – are described in detail in Sections 4.1 and
4.2. Note that, in addition to triggering these actions, the master node itself has to execute the operations described in these
sections.
One of the most notable differences with respect to the centralized ACO algorithm concerns the solution components
and the pheromone values. For constructing a solution, the centralized algorithm globally maintains a partial solution in
the form of a directed tree. This partial solution is iteratively extended until the solution is complete. Moreover, solution
components are the edges of E, and a pheromone value τe is assigned to each solution component (edge) e ∈ E. Just like
partial solutions, these pheromone values are maintained globally by the algorithm. In contrast, in DistACO each node is
responsible for a set of solution components. More specifically, the m different transmission power levels of a node are
now labeled as solution components. Moreover, each node locally maintains a pheromone value τtpl for each transmission
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power level tpl ∈ P . In DistACO, the task of a node during a solution construction consists in choosing one of the available
transmission power levels. This means that nodes do not have any knowledge about the global structure of a solution.
In the following we roughly describe the network behavior while the algorithm is being executed. For technical details
we refer to Sections 4.1 and 4.2. DistACO is an iterative algorithm. From a global point of view each iteration consists in
first constructing a predefined number of solutions. Second, the quality of these solutions is used tomodify the search space
for the next iteration. In this context we must mention that DistACO uses a slightly modified objective function. Due to
the distributed solution construction mechanism, it may happen that solutions do not span the whole network. In order to
penalize these (non-valid) solutions, it is assumed that network nodes which are not included in a solution make use of the
maximal transmission power level.
Each node in the network has two roles: in first place, a sensor node is responsible for choosing a transmission power
level for its antenna, and, in second place, it is responsible for transmitting information to its neighbors guaranteeing the
correct working of the algorithm. Both actions are triggered by messages received from neighboring sensor nodes. Sensor
nodes use a unique identifier (labeled id) in order to be distinguishable from other sensor nodes. Note that all messages
sent include the identifier of the sender and the target nodes. Although the only communication scheme that we use is
broadcasting to the local neighborhood, receiver nodes only process those messages whose target identifier matches their
own id. The wildcard identifier ∗ is used in case a message is supposed to be processed by all possible receiver nodes.
In order to allow a parallel construction of the na solutions per iteration, the master node s associates a sol_id to each
solution whose construction it triggers. All messages related to the construction of a particular solution include this sol_id.
This enables sensor nodes to recognize the particular solution which is related to each message or request. With this
mechanism, the master node can trigger the construction of the na solutions per iteration one after the other without
having to wait for the end of a triggered solution construction. Once the master node detects that na solutions have been
constructed, it triggers the update of the pheromone values. This pheromone update is performed locally at each sensor
node. The information which is necessary for performing this update is either stored in the sensor nodes themselves or
transmitted by the request messages. The respective acknowledgment messages are used to aggregate information about
the state of convergence of the algorithm in the master node. Finally, after performing iterlimit iteration the master node
stops the algorithm and notifies all sensor nodes about the fact that from now on the best-so-far solution should be used for
broadcast transmissions having originated from source node s.
4.1. Construction of broadcast trees
In this sectionwe describe theway inwhich nodes cooperate for the construction of a solution. The program executed by
each node for this purpose is shown in Algorithm 3, which is described in detail in the following. All messages related to the
construction of a certain solution are identified by a unique key called sol_id. As mentioned before, solution identification
allows the network to manage the construction of more than one solution in parallel. During solution construction, the
action of a sensor node always depends on its state with respect to this solution construction. The state of construction
concerning a solution with key sol_id is stored in state[sol_id], where state[] is an array stored within the sensor nodes.
Variables state[sol_id] are initially set to null for all sol_id ∈ {1, . . . , na}.
A solution construction – from the point of view of an individual sensor node – starts with the arrival of a solution
construction request (see lines 3–13 of Algorithm 3). The message mreq requesting the construction of a broadcast tree has
the following format:
mreq = ⟨originmreq ,
targetmreq = ∗,
typemreq = SCREQ,
sol_idmreq⟩,
where typemreq is set to SCREQ (a unique constant used to identify the message type) and sol_idmreq ∈ {1, . . . , na} is the key
of the solution that is constructed.
After receiving such a request message, sensor nodes check their state variable concerning solution sol_idmreq . Only in
case state[sol_idmreq ] = null the sensor node responds to the sender node originmreq bymeans of amessagemacc (see below).
Moreover, the sensor node becomes the child of node originmreq for what concerns the construction of solution sol_idmreq ,
and it stores the sender node originmreq as its father in array father[]: father[sol_idmreq ] := originmreq . Message macc has the
following format:
macc = ⟨originmacc := id,
targetmacc := father[sol_idmreq ],
typemacc := SCACC,
sol_idmacc := sol_idmreq⟩.
After sending this message the sensor node has to choose a transmission power level in order to contribute to the
construction of solution sol_idmreq . This is done probabilistically, based on the local pheromone values and heuristic
information. The heuristic information is, in essence, derived from the idea of the greedy function of BIP+ (see Section 3.2).
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Algorithm 3 Protocol of a sensor node id handling messages concerning solution construction
1: ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , na} do stateini[i] := state[i]
2: for allm ∈ M do
3: if typem = SCREQ and state[sol_idm] = null then
4: father[sol_idm] = originm
5: macc :=< id, father[sol_idm], SCACC, sol_idm >
6: broadcastMessage(macc, pmax)
7: power[sol_idm] = chooseTransmissionPowerLevel()
8: mreq2 :=< id, ∗, SCREQ, sol_idm >
9: broadcastMessage(mreq2 , p[sol_idm])
10: accepted[sol_idm] := 0
11: state[sol_idm] := COUNTING_CHILDREN
12: else if typem = SCACC and state[sol_idm] = COUNTING_CHILDREN then
13: accepted[sol_idm] := accepted[sol_idm] + 1
14: else if typem = SCFIN and state[sol_idm] = AWAITING_FINMSG then
15: power_subtree[sol_idm] := power_subtree[sol_idm] + power_subtreem
16: size_subtree[sol_idm] := size_subtree[sol_idm] + size_subtreem
17: accepted[sol_idm] := accepted[sol_idm] − 1
18: if accepted[sol_idm] = 0 then
19: mfin :=< id, father[sol_idm], SCFIN, sol_idm, power_subtree[sol_idm],
size_subtree[sol_idm] >
20: broadcastMessage(mfin, pmax)
21: state[sol_idm] := FINISHED
22: end if
23: end if
24: Removem from message queue
25: end for
26: if stateini[sol_idm] = COUNTING_CHILDREN then
27: if accepted[sol_idm] = 0 then
28: power[sol_idm] := 0
29: power_subtree[sol_idm] := 0
30: size_subtree[sol_idm] := 1
31: mfin :=< id, father[sol_idm], SCFIN, sol_idm, power[sol_idm], 1 >
32: broadcastMessage(mfin, pmax)
33: state[sol_idm] := FINISHED
34: else
35: power_subtree[sol_idm] := power[sol_idm]
36: size_subtree[sol_idm] := 1
37: state[sol_idm] := AWAITING_FINMSG
38: end if
39: end if
In this context we consider that each sensor node is aware of the number of neighboring nodes it can reach with each of its
transmission power levels. This information can be derived – before the execution of DistACO is started – by a simple two-
step protocol consisting in sending a ‘‘hello’’-message with each of the available transmission power levels and counting the
number of replies. In the following let ntpl be the number of neighboring sensor nodes reachable with transmission power
level tpl. Then, a transmission power level from P is chosen according to the following probabilities:
p(tpl) :=
τtpl · ntpltpl
tp′l∈P
τtpl ′ ·
ntpl ′
tp′l
, tpl ∈ P. (7)
That is, preference is given to transmission power levels with a high pheromone value, weighted by the number of
neighboring sensor nodes that may be reached with the corresponding transmission power level. The chosen transmission
power level is stored in array power[]: power[sol_idmreq ]. Moreover, the chosen transmission power level is used to send
messagemreq2 , which has the following format:
mreq2 = ⟨originmreq2 := id,
targetmreq := ∗,
typemreq2 := SCREQ,
sol_idmreq2 := sol_idmreq⟩.
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Then, variable accepted[sol_idmreq ] of array accepted[] is initialized to 0. This variable is used to count the number of
acknowledgmentmessages received in response tomessagemreq2 . Note that the sensor nodeswhich respond to thismessage
adopt the sender node as father for the construction of solution sol_idmreq . Finally, after sending themreq2 message, the sensor
node changes its state to COUNTING_CHILDREN and discards the initialmreq message.
When the state of a sensor node id concerning solution sol_id is COUNTING_CHILDREN, the node processes messages of
type SCACC with sol_idmacc = sol_id from its message queue (see lines 15–17 of Algorithm 3). For each of these messages
accepted[sol_id] is incremented by one unit. After handling all SCACC-messages with sol_idmacc = sol_id, the value of
accepted[sol_id] is checked. In case accepted[sol_id] = 0, no neighboring sensor node has accepted to be the child of sensor
node id. Therefore, sensor node id may safely be switched off, that is, its transmission power level for sol_id to is set to 0.
Moreover, it directly notifies father[sol_id] by means of a SCFIN message (see lines 33–39 of Algorithm 3):
mfin := ⟨originmfin := id,
targetmfin := father[sol_id],
typemfin := SCFIN,
sol_idmfin := sol_id,
power_subtreemfin := power[sol_id],
size_subtreemfin := 1⟩.
Hereby, power_subtreemfin stands for the sum of the transmission power levels of all the nodes in the subtree rooted in
sensor node id, which is sending the SCFIN message. Moreover, size_subtreemfin contains the size (in terms of the number of
sensor nodes) of this subtree.
In case accepted[sol_id] > 0, the sensor node updates the following variables (see lines 41–43 of Algorithm 3):
(i) power_subtree[sol_id] := power[sol_id] (8)
(ii) size_subtree[sol_id] := 1. (9)
Hereby, power_subtree[] and size_subtree[] are arrays which are used by the sensor node to compute the sum of the
transmission power levels, respectively the size, of the subtree for which it acts as root. Moreover, the sensor node changes
its state to AWAITING_FINMSG. As a result, only those neighboring sensor nodes who successfully notify sensor node id
during the same communication round will be counted as children.
Being in stateAWAITING_FINMSG concerning a solutionwith identifier sol_id, a sensor node id handlesmessages of type
SCFIN in which sol_idmfin = sol_id (see lines 18–28 of Algorithm 3). These messages contain aggregated information about
the quality of the solution corresponding to sol_id. These SCFIN messages have the following format:
mfin = ⟨originmfin ,
targetmreq = id,
typemfin = SCFIN,
sol_idmfin = sol_id,
power_subtreemfin ,
size_subtreemfin⟩
where power_subtreemfin and size_subtreemfin contain the sum of the transmission power levels, respectively the size, of the
subtree for which the sender node originmfin of the SC
FIN-message acts as root. Each of these messages received by sensor
node id is handled as follows:
(i) power_subtree[sol_id] := power_subtree[sol_id] + power_subtreemfin (10)
(ii) size_subtree[sol_id] := size_subtree[sol_id] + size_subtreemfin (11)
(iii) accepted[sol_id] := accepted[sol_id] − 1. (12)
Once accepted[sol_id] = 0, no further SCFIN-messages are expected concerning sol_id. Therefore, sensor node id notifies
its ownparent father[sol_id] about the end of the construction process by sending itself a SCFIN-message inwhich the content
variables are set as follows:
mfin := ⟨originmfin := id,
targetmfin := father[sol_id],
typemfin := SCFIN,
sol_idmfin := sol_id,
power_subtreemfin := power_subtree[sol_id],
size_subtreemfin := size_subtree[sol_id]⟩.
In general, sensor nodes delete messages from their message queue directly after processing them, regardless of being
in a state in which they are considered or not. Therefore, at the end of each communication round, the message queue of a
sensor node is always empty. In Table 1 we summarize the message flow of a sensor node for the construction of a single
solution.
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Table 1
Summary of the messages handled by a sensor node id for the construction of a solution with identifier sol_id.
Order Type Sent/received Amount Origin Target
1 SCREQ Received 1 father[sol_id] ∗
2 SCACC Sent 1 id father[sol_id]
3 SCREQ Sent 1 id ∗
4 SCACC Received accepted[sol_id] Children id
5 SCFIN Received accepted[sol_id] Children id
6 SCFIN Sent 1 id father[sol_id]
4.2. Updating the pheromone values
After receiving the aggregated information for all initialized solution constructions, the master node s identifies the best
one of these solutions and triggers the pheromone update by means of a pheromone update request message (see below).
In the following we outline the protocol which is followed by all sensor nodes when receiving messages related to the
pheromone update. In this context, sensor nodes keep variables powerrb and obj_funct_valrb to store the transmission power
level they use in the restart-best solution and the objective function value of the restart-best solution, as well as variables
powergb and obj_funct_valgb for storing the transmission power level they use in the best-so-far solution and the objective
function value of the best-so-far solution. Note that obj_funct_valrb and obj_funct_valgb are set to |V | · pmax at the start of
DistACO. Moreover, the pheromone update state variable stateph is initially set to null. The protocol of each sensor node is
summarized in Algorithm 4. In the following we provide a technical description of all aspects of this protocol.
Sensor nodes engage in the pheromone update upon receiving a request message mreq of the following type (see lines
3–22 of Algorithm 4):
mreq = ⟨originmreq ,
targetmreq = ∗,
typemreq = PHREQ,
best_sol_idmreq ,
obj_funct_valmreq ,
conv_factmreq⟩,
where PHREQ is a constant that uniquely identifies the pheromone update request, best_sol_idmreq and obj_funct_valmreq are
the identifier and the objective function value of the best solution among the na solutions constructed previously. This
solution is henceforth referred to as the iteration-best solution. Moreover, conv_factmreq is the value of the convergence
factor which was calculated (as explained below) in the previous pheromone update. The sensor node id receiving message
mreq stores the sender originmreq of this message as its father in variable fatherph, that is, fatherph := originmreq . Moreover,
sensor node id responds with the following message:
macc = ⟨originmacc := id,
targetmacc := fatherph,
typemacc := PHACC⟩,
where PHACC is a unique identifier for a message, which has the purpose of accepting a pheromone update request.
The next step consists in the local pheromone update within sensor node id. First, variables powerrb, obj_funct_valrb,
powergb and obj_funct_valgb are updated in case obj_funct_valmreq < obj_funct_valrb, respectively obj_funct_valmreq <
obj_funct_valgb. This is done in function updateBestSolutions() of Algorithm 4. Then, the standard pheromone update
of a MAX–MIN Ant Systems implemented in the Hyper-Cube Framework is performed. This update is based on the
objective function values of the iteration-best, restart-best and best-so-far solutions. The influence of each of these three
solutions depends on the so-called convergence factor, which provides an estimation of the state of convergence of the
algorithm, and on variable bs_update, which is a Boolean control variable. In this context, remember that the current value
of the convergence factor is provided by the initial pheromone update request message (conv_factmreq ), while bs_update
is maintained by the sensor nodes as a local variable. Concerning the pheromone values, remember that each sensor node
maintains a pheromone value τtpl ∈ T for each transmission power level tpl ∈ P (see Fig. 3 for a graphical illustration). The
pheromone update is then performed as follows. First, sensor node id calculates an update term ξtpl for each transmission
power level tpl ∈ P:
ξtpl := κib · 1power[best_sol_id]=tpl + κrb · 1powerrb=tpl + κbs · 1powergb=tpl . (13)
The indicator function 1X is defined as 1 if the predicate X is true and 0 otherwise. Moreover, κib is the weight of the
iteration-best solution, κrb is theweight of the restart-best solution, and κbs is theweight of the best-so-far solution. Hereby,
the three parametersmust be chosen such that κib+κrb+κbs = 1.0. Moreover, in Eq. (13), the indicator function guarantees
that only those solutions in which the transmission power level tpl is used in sensor node id, contribute to value ξtpl . Given
the ξtpl-values for all tpl ∈ P , the following update rule is applied to all pheromone values τtpl ∈ T :
τtpl := min

max{τmin, τtpl + ρ ·

ξtpl − τtpl
}, τmax , (14)
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Algorithm 4 Protocol of a sensor node id handling messages concerning the pheromone update
1: statephini := stateph
2: for allm ∈ M do
3: if typem = PHREQ and stateph = null then
4: fatherph = originm
5: macc :=< id, fatherph, PHACC >
6: broadcastMessage(macc, pmax)
7: updateBestSolutions()
8: applyPheromoneUpdate(T )
9: if conv_factm ≥ 0.98 then
10: if bs_update = true then
11: forall tpl ∈ P do τtpl := 0.5 end forall
12: obj_funct_valrb := 0, bs_update := false
13: else
14: bs_update := true
15: end if
16: end if
17: mreq2 :=< id, ∗, PHREQ, best_sol_idm, obj_funct_valm, conv_factm >
18: broadcastMessage(mreq2 , pmax)
19: acceptedph := 0, stateph := COUNTING_CHILDREN
20: else if typem = SCACC then
21: if stateph = COUNTING_CHILDREN then acceptedph := acceptedph + 1
end if
22: else if typem = SCFIN and stateph = AWAITING_FINMSG then
23: conv_factlocal := conv_factlocal + conv_factm
24: size_subtreeph := size_subtreeph + size_subtreem
25: acceptedph := acceptedph − 1
26: if acceptedph = 0 then
27: mfin :=< id, fatherph, PHFIN, conv_factlocal, size_subtreeph >
28: broadcastMessage(mfin, pmax)
29: stateph := FINISHED
30: end if
31: end if
32: Remove messagem from message queue
33: end for
34: if stateiniph = COUNTING_CHILDREN then
35: if acceptedph = 0 then
36: mfin :=< id, fatherph, PHFIN, conv_factlocal, 1 >
37: broadcastMessage(mfin, pmax)
38: stateph := FINISHED
39: else
40: Calculate conv_factlocal, size_subtreeph := 1,
stateph := AWAITING_FINMSG
41: end if
42: end if
Table 2
The schedule used for valuesκib, κrb andκbs depending on conv_factmreq (the convergence factor) and theBoolean control variablebs_update.
bs_update = false bs_update = true
conv_factmreq < 0.7 conv_factmreq ∈ [0.7, 0.9) conv_factmreq ≥ 0.9
κib 2/3 1/3 0 0
κrb 1/3 2/3 1 0
κbs 0 0 0 1
where ρ ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate, which we have set – as it is standard in ACO algorithms – to 0.1. The upper and lower
bounds τmax = 0.99 and τmin = 0.01 keep the pheromone values always in the range (τmin, τmax), thus preventing the
algorithm from converging to a solution. As in the centralized version of the ACO algorithm presented in [2], the values for
κib, κrb and κbs are chosen depending on the current value of the convergence factor (conv_factmreq ) and the Boolean control
variable bs_update as shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the pheromone values related to the transmission power levels. The antenna in this example has six different transmission
power levels.
The next step consists in checking if a rescheduling of the κ∗ values or a restart is necessary. This depends on the value of
conv_factmreq as provided by the request message. Finally, sensor node id sends a pheromone update request messagemreq2 ,
which has the following format:
mreq2 = ⟨originmreq2 := id,
targetmreq2 := ∗,
typemreq2 := PHREQ,
best_sol_idmreq2 := best_sol_idmreq ,
obj_funct_valmreq2 := obj_funct_valmreq
conv_factmreq2 := conv_factmreq⟩.
The handling of the initially received request message mreq finishes by setting acceptedph to 0. This variable is used to
count the number of acknowledgment messages received in response to message mreq2 . Note that the sensor nodes which
respond to this message adopt sender node id as father for the pheromone update. Finally, after sending themreq2 message,
sensor node id changes its state to COUNTING_CHILDREN and discards the initialmreq message.
Sensor nodes in the COUNTING_CHILDREN state wait for messages of type PHACC with target = id (see lines 23–24 of
Algorithm 4). For each of these messages acceptedph is incremented by one unit. Moreover, sensor node id’s contribution to
the calculation of the new convergence factor in the master node (conv_factlocal) is computed, and the size of the subtree
rooted in id (for the aggregation of the information for the pheromone update) is initialized:
(i) conv_factlocal :=

τrb
τmax
if bs_update = true
τgb
τmax
if bs_update = false
(15)
(ii) size_subtreeph := 1. (16)
After handling all PHACC-messages with target = id, the value of acceptedph is checked. In case acceptedph = 0, no
neighboring node has accepted to be a child of sensor node id. Moreover, it directly notifies sensor node fatherph by means
of a PHFIN message (see lines 39–42 of Algorithm 4):
mfin = ⟨originmfin := id,
targetmfin := fatherph,
typemfin := PHFIN,
conv_factmfin := conv_factlocal,
size_subtreemfin := 1⟩.
Then, sensor node id changes to the FINISHED state. If acceptedph > 0, sensor node id changes to the AWAITING_
FINMSG state. Only in the AWAITING_FINMSG state, PHFIN-messages are processed (see lines 26–35 of Algorithm 4). These
messages have the following format:
mfin = ⟨originmfin ,
targetmfin = id,
typemfin = PHFIN,
conv_factmfin ,
size_subtreemfin⟩
where conv_factmfin and size_subtreemfin contain the sum of the local convergence factor contributions, respectively the size,
of the subtree for which the sender node originmfin of the mfin-message acts as root. Processing a message of type PH
FIN
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Table 3
Summary of the messages handled by a sensor node id for the pheromone update.
Order Type Sent/received Amount Origin Target
1 PHREQ Received 1 fatherph ∗
2 PHACC Sent 1 id fatherph
3 PHREQ Sent 1 id ∗
4 PHACC Received acceptedph Children id
5 PHFIN Received acceptedph Children id
6 PHFIN Sent 1 id fatherph
consists in the following three operations:
(i) conv_factlocal := conv_factlocal + conv_factmfin (17)
(ii) size_subtreeph := size_subtreeph + size_subtreemfin (18)
(iii) acceptedph := acceptedph − 1. (19)
Once acceptedph = 0, no further PHFIN-messages are expected. Therefore, sensor node id notifies its own fatherph about
the end of the pheromone value update in its subtree by sending a PHFIN-message in which the content variables are set as
follows:
mfin = ⟨originmfin := id,
targetmfin := fatherph,
typemfin := PHFIN,
conv_factmfin := conv_factlocal,
size_subtreemfin := size_subtreeph⟩.
Finally, sensor node id changes to the FINISHED state. No further messages are processed until the stateph is set again to
null. In Table 3 we summarize the message flow of a sensor node for the pheromone update.
4.3. Complexity issues
The data aggregation mechanism used by DistACO for the solution construction and the pheromone update allows to
keep the size of the messages quite low. For example, the transmission of a complete solution through the network would
require messages of an excessive size of O(n), where n is the number of nodes in the network. In contrast, our mechanism
of distributedly storing and updating solution components and pheromone values results in messages of size O(log n), and
avoids the transmission of complete solutions. The amount of information stored at each node is O(n+ na · log |P|). This is
the space required to store the set of sensor nodes reached with each transmission power level, and the space required to
store the index of the transmission power level used at each of the na tree constructions per iteration.
In the process of constructing a single solution, each node sends three messages. Moreover, the pheromone update
mechanism also requires three messages per node and iteration. The only exception is the master node, which sends only
one message for both solution construction and pheromone update. Therefore, the total amount of messages required for a
single iteration of the algorithm is (3n−2)∗ (na+1), where na is the number of solutions constructed per iteration. Finally,
the amount of messages processed by each node strongly depends on the network topology.
5. Experimental results
We implemented all algorithms considered in this work – namely, BIP, BIP+ and DistACO – in C++ and compiled them
with GNU GCC version 4. Hereby, the DistACO algorithm was simulated by means of discrete event simulation. The only
external libraries used were those of the STL (standard template library). All the simulations were performed on a cluster
with 6 quadcore Intel Xeon X3230 at 2667 MHz (64 bits). Each machine is equipped with 8 GB of RAMmemory.
Concerning the benchmark instances, we tested the algorithms on a set of 30 publicly available instances introduced
in [11,12] for the case of networks with 50 nodes, and on further 30 instances provided in [5] for networks with 100 nodes.
All these networks were randomly generated.
Due to the fact that BIP and BIP+ are both deterministic algorithms, we applied each of them exactly once to each of
the 30 instances with 50 nodes and the 30 instances with 100 nodes. These results are used to study the benefits of using
the modified greedy function of BIP+, in comparison to the original greedy function of BIP. Moreover, these results are also
used as reference results for evaluating the quality of DistACO. As already mentioned in the introduction, there exists a
distributed version of BIP. However, as will be shown below, the results of DistACO compare favorably over those obtained
by the centralized BIP algorithm, which – in turn – is significantly better than the distributed version of the BIP algorithm.
Following the characteristics of two industry standard sensor network nodes – namely, iSense sensor nodes and
SunSpots – we test all implemented algorithms in two different scenarios: (1) considering antennas equipped with seven
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Table 4
Results for the 30 instances with 50 nodes and antennas with seven transmission power levels.
Instance BIP BIP+ DistACO ACO (centralized)
Obj. fun Deviation
(%)
Obj. fun Best Deviation
(%)
Average Iters. Best Deviation
(%)
Average
p50.00 736111.11 −18.87 597222.22 520833.33 −24.15 558333.33 3504.47 506944.44 −31.13 506944.44
p50.01 611111.11 0.00 611111.11 465277.78 −16.33 511342.59 4227.63 458333.33 −25.00 458333.33
p50.02 805555.56 −18.97 652777.78 527777.78 −32.13 546759.26 2958.50 520833.33 −35.34 520833.33
p50.03 590277.78 −10.59 527777.78 430555.56 −23.84 449537.04 4621.50 423611.11 −28.24 423611.11
p50.04 701388.89 −26.73 513888.89 430555.56 −34.52 459259.26 2304.53 430555.56 −38.61 430555.56
p50.05 611111.11 −9.09 555555.56 506944.44 −14.55 522222.22 3319.80 486111.11 −20.45 486111.11
p50.06 729166.67 −18.10 597222.22 479166.67 −25.87 540509.26 4149.27 479166.67 −34.29 479166.67
p50.07 722222.22 −17.31 597222.22 562500.00 −19.13 584027.78 3872.90 527777.78 −26.92 527777.78
p50.08 722222.22 −35.58 465277.78 402777.78 −35.29 467361.11 3261.27 402777.78 −44.23 402777.78
p50.09 680555.56 −17.35 562500.00 500000.00 −20.07 543981.48 3146.67 493055.56 −27.55 493055.56
p50.10 743055.56 −14.95 631944.44 555555.56 −21.46 583564.81 3784.87 534722.22 −28.04 534722.22
p50.11 708333.33 −27.45 513888.89 458333.33 −31.83 482870.37 2141.97 444444.44 −37.25 444444.44
p50.12 659722.22 1.05 666666.67 506944.44 −15.82 555324.07 3385.93 493055.56 −25.26 493055.56
p50.13 750000.00 −17.59 618055.56 534722.22 −23.40 574537.04 5119.57 520833.33 −30.56 520833.33
p50.14 812500.00 −26.50 597222.22 520833.33 −34.13 535185.19 3285.27 513888.89 −36.75 513888.89
p50.15 694444.44 1.00 701388.89 548611.11 −16.60 579166.67 3623.10 493055.56 −29.00 493055.56
p50.16 729166.67 0.95 736111.11 569444.44 −17.43 602083.33 4639.93 541666.67 −25.71 541666.67
p50.17 631944.44 −5.49 597222.22 500000.00 −15.53 533796.30 3108.43 500000.00 −20.88 500000.00
p50.18 763888.89 −36.36 486111.11 506944.44 −27.33 555092.59 5321.83 479166.67 −37.27 479166.67
p50.19 680555.56 −29.59 479166.67 444444.44 −31.87 463657.41 3252.70 430555.56 −36.16 434490.74
p50.20 777777.78 −25.00 583333.33 548611.11 −26.07 575000.00 2851.00 493055.56 −36.61 493055.56
p50.21 736111.11 −26.42 541666.67 472222.22 −26.45 541435.19 4871.57 472222.22 −35.85 472222.22
p50.22 645833.33 −21.51 506944.44 437500.00 −29.10 457870.37 3310.13 437500.00 −32.26 437500.00
p50.23 729166.67 −5.71 687500.00 541666.67 −18.16 596759.26 3839.30 527777.78 −27.62 527777.78
p50.24 736111.11 −20.75 583333.33 513888.89 −24.50 555787.04 2204.30 500000.00 −32.08 500000.00
p50.25 791666.67 −35.09 513888.89 472222.22 −38.07 490277.78 2860.33 472222.22 −40.35 472222.22
p50.26 763888.89 −14.55 652777.78 576388.89 −22.18 594444.44 2668.07 527777.78 −30.82 528472.22
p50.27 805555.56 −18.10 659722.22 555555.56 −24.86 605324.07 3317.23 555555.56 −31.03 555555.56
p50.28 826388.89 −17.65 680555.56 562500.00 −26.64 606250.00 4522.57 548611.11 −33.53 549305.56
p50.29 736111.11 −30.19 513888.89 458333.33 −37.61 459259.26 1204.87 458333.33 −37.74 458333.33
721064.82 −18.08 587731.48 503703.70 −25.16 537700.62 3489.32 489120.37 −31.88 489297.84
different transmission power levels, and (2) considering antennas provided with 201 transmission power levels. The first
scenario corresponds to iSense sensor nodes, while the second one is inspired by SunSpots. We fixed the maximum
radius of transmission to 500 space units. Moreover, the radius of transmission of the transmission power levels increases
proportionally from one level to the next, while the energy consumed increases quadratically. More in detail, considering
an antenna with l transmission power levels, the transmission powers are determined as follows:
P =

0,

1 · 500
l− 1
2
,

2 · 500
l− 1
2
, . . . ,

(l− 2) 500
l− 1
2
, 5002

. (20)
5.1. Experimental setup of DistACO
Concerning the simulation of DistACO, 10 solutions are constructed at each iteration, that is, na = 10. Moreover, the
iteration limit was fixed to 10000 for the 50-node instances and to 50000 for the larger 100-node instances. In the scenario
with antennas that offer 201 transmission power levels, a candidate list strategy (as in [2]) with eight candidates is used.
This means that when a sensor node chooses a transmission power level during the construction of a solution (see Eq. (7)),
instead of considering all possibilities, the set of candidates is reduced to the best eight candidates as determined by the
heuristic information. In the case of antennas with seven transmission power levels this technique is not used, because the
set of candidates is already small enough. AsDistACO is a distributed algorithm,we provide the average number of iterations
that it used to find its best solution of a run.
5.2. Results
Results are presented in tables and reported for each instance separately. Apart from the first columnwhich indicates the
instance name, each table consists of four sets of columns, presenting the results of BIP, BIP+, DistACO and the centralized
version of ACO, respectively. First is shown the objective function value generated by BIP. The second group of columns
presents the results of BIP+. The first one of these columns indicates the deviation (in %) of the results of BIP+ from the
results of BIP. Note that a negative deviation indicates that the result of BIP+ is better than the corresponding result of BIP.
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Table 5
Results for the 30 instances with 50 nodes and antennas with 201 transmission power levels.
Instance BIP BIP+ DistACO ACO (centralized)
Obj. fun Deviation
(%)
Obj. fun Best Deviation
(%)
Average Iters. Best Deviation
(%)
Average
p50.00 523075.00 7.34 561468.75 461612.50 −3.12 506745.00 4203.60 405175.00 −22.52 405272.08
p50.01 526025.00 −3.06 509950.00 444581.25 −11.09 467673.33 6524.00 378718.75 −28.00 378718.75
p50.02 544862.50 −13.47 471462.50 450568.75 −5.24 516297.50 4266.43 398787.50 −26.81 398787.50
p50.03 412675.00 −8.77 376493.75 376718.75 −5.81 388711.46 3459.93 321968.75 −21.98 321968.75
p50.04 429493.75 −16.14 360162.50 380162.50 −8.95 391071.67 5116.93 331293.75 −22.86 331293.75
p50.05 471518.75 8.58 511987.50 433156.25 −6.87 439120.21 5162.03 392512.50 −16.76 392512.50
p50.06 507443.75 −3.03 492075.00 440987.50 −2.21 496245.62 6160.03 392218.75 −22.71 392218.75
p50.07 502312.50 −0.89 497843.75 469506.25 6.04 532659.58 6169.77 408406.25 −18.69 408406.25
p50.08 433562.50 −12.17 380818.75 403987.50 1.73 441066.67 4904.20 347325.00 −19.89 347325.00
p50.09 452750.00 −2.63 440856.25 446681.25 5.47 477537.29 4779.83 353212.50 −21.99 353212.50
p50.10 499337.50 3.39 516256.25 519050.00 7.67 537661.46 5929.30 423068.75 −15.27 423068.75
p50.11 442775.00 −6.36 414606.25 432756.25 4.72 463659.17 5321.23 374225.00 −15.48 374225.00
p50.12 465137.50 12.45 523068.75 449443.75 8.94 506708.12 5359.87 398731.25 −14.28 398731.25
p50.13 516387.50 9.58 565843.75 519650.00 4.75 540938.12 5024.97 406487.50 −21.28 406487.50
p50.14 566643.75 3.15 584506.25 519993.75 0.24 568008.75 5797.97 420356.25 −25.82 420356.25
p50.15 438243.75 9.41 479500.00 396762.50 8.05 473526.25 6090.67 374937.50 −14.45 374937.50
p50.16 520862.50 1.39 528112.50 488506.25 −1.04 515459.79 5685.50 420850.00 −19.20 420850.00
p50.17 425031.25 11.52 473987.50 387250.00 3.42 439565.83 4342.03 361987.50 −14.83 361987.50
p50.18 458956.25 −6.25 430281.25 432131.25 2.06 468417.08 6498.70 383562.50 −16.43 383562.50
p50.19 497393.75 −16.61 414793.75 371037.50 −16.66 414506.46 5483.80 340006.25 −31.64 340006.25
p50.20 538018.75 −7.81 496006.25 609862.50 22.51 659105.00 3301.20 419450.00 −22.04 419450.00
p50.21 463031.25 −0.91 458825.00 393668.75 −6.29 433892.50 6080.93 367487.50 −20.63 367487.50
p50.22 477400.00 −20.38 380125.00 396625.00 −14.73 407063.54 2847.80 351343.75 −26.40 351343.75
p50.23 492225.00 8.47 533900.00 477493.75 5.92 521357.29 6466.40 389487.50 −20.87 389487.50
p50.24 534443.75 31.56 703125.00 480856.25 −4.36 511135.21 4576.17 409250.00 −23.43 409250.00
p50.25 533143.75 −23.05 410237.50 450618.75 −10.53 476979.79 6184.70 391675.00 −26.53 391675.00
p50.26 528281.25 −11.93 465275.00 452525.00 −6.10 496031.25 3937.40 411450.00 −22.12 411450.00
p50.27 557493.75 4.08 580250.00 481868.75 −10.18 500721.88 4504.63 458293.75 −17.79 458293.75
p50.28 529150.00 19.83 634081.25 483787.50 1.64 537813.96 5213.77 422187.50 −20.21 422187.50
p50.29 525537.50 −11.52 465006.25 439312.50 −11.68 464155.62 6233.00 398131.25 −24.24 398131.25
493773.75 −1.14 488696.88 449705.42 −1.39 486461.18 5187.56 388419.58 −21.17 388422.82
The second column provides the absolute objective function values generated by BIP+. The third group of columns presents
the results obtained by DistACO. The columns contain the best solutions found over 30 independent trials, the average
deviation from the results of BIP, the average objective function values obtained in 30 independent runs, and the average
number of iterations needed to find the best solution in each run. Finally, the fourth group of columns presents information
about the results of the centralized ACO approach from [2]. In the order of appearance, the columns contain the objective
function value of the best solutions found (over 30 independent runs), the average deviation from the results of BIP, and
the average quality of the best solutions found in 30 independent trials. Additionally, the last row of each table contains the
results averaged over the whole table.
Table 4 presents the results for instances composed of 50 nodes considering the scenario with seven different
transmission power levels. First of all, note that only in the case of three instances BIP performs better than BIP+. Moreover,
the solutions provided by BIP+ never require more than an additional 1.05% of the transmission power consumed by the
solution of BIP. However, in those cases in which BIP+performs better than BIP, energy savings are typically greater than
15% and even reach 36.36% in the case of instance p50.18. On average, the results obtained by BIP+ are 18.08% better than
those of BIP. DistACO performs generally better than both BIP and BIP+. In fact, only in the case of two instances the results
of BIP+ improve over the results obtained by DistACO. On average, the solutions obtained by DistACO consume 25.16% less
energy than the ones generated by BIP. Surprisingly, the quality of the solutions produced by DistACO is quite close to the
quality of the solutions obtained by the centralized version of ACO. While the results of DistACO are, on average, 25.16%
better than the ones of BIP, the results of the centralized ACO version are, on average, 31.88% better than the ones of BIP.
This is despite the fact that the centralized ACO version uses global information for constructing solutions and makes use of
sophisticated local search procedures.
When the second scenario is considered – that is, antennaswith 201 transmission power levels – the differences between
BIP, BIP+ and DistACO are much more subtle. Table 5 shows the results obtained for instances consisting of 50 nodes
equipped with antennas of 201 different transmission power levels. However, even in this scenario, DistACO performs,
on average, slightly better than BIP and BIP+. It is important to realize that in this scenario the performance of these three
algorithms seems to depend strongly on the instance structure. Finally, the centralized ACO algorithm from [2] performs
much better than the other three algorithms. On average, its results are 21.17% better than those of BIP, while the results of
DistACO are, on average, only 1.39% better than those of BIP. This might partially be due to the fact that 201 transmission
power levels generate a much bigger search space than only seven transmission power levels.
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Table 6
Results for the 30 instances with 100 nodes and antennas with seven transmission power levels.
Instance BIP BIP+ DistACO ACO (centralized)
Obj. fun Deviation
(%)
Obj. fun Best Deviation
(%)
Average Iters. Best Deviation
(%)
Average
p100.00 722222.22 −16.35 604166.67 472222.22 −29.71 507638.89 13441.30 437500.00 −39.42 437500.00
p100.01 729166.67 −20.00 583333.33 479166.67 −22.83 562731.48 21517.90 465277.78 −35.81 468055.56
p100.02 805555.56 −22.41 625000.00 506944.44 −33.85 532870.37 10486.23 486111.11 −39.66 486111.11
p100.03 694444.44 −26.00 513888.89 500000.00 −21.67 543981.48 20945.73 472222.22 −31.67 474537.04
p100.04 763888.89 −23.64 583333.33 527777.78 −20.09 610416.67 17046.27 500000.00 −33.82 505555.56
p100.05 840277.78 −24.79 631944.44 541666.67 −27.99 605092.59 13385.63 541666.67 −34.05 554166.67
p100.06 847222.22 −31.97 576388.89 513888.89 −34.54 554629.63 16601.50 493055.56 −41.80 493055.56
p100.07 770833.33 −32.43 520833.33 527777.78 −27.63 557870.37 21788.63 472222.22 −37.96 478240.74
p100.08 763888.89 −17.27 631944.44 534722.22 −26.85 558796.30 21351.50 506944.44 −32.85 512962.96
p100.09 729166.67 −20.00 583333.33 527777.78 −19.05 590277.78 18675.20 506944.44 −29.97 510648.15
p100.10 687500.00 −26.26 506944.44 444444.44 −27.61 497685.19 16892.20 409722.22 −38.75 421064.81
p100.11 708333.33 −19.61 569444.44 493055.56 −26.96 517361.11 11678.90 472222.22 −33.33 472222.22
p100.12 826388.89 −21.01 652777.78 583333.33 −22.66 639120.37 21443.60 500000.00 −39.19 502546.30
p100.13 833333.33 −37.50 520833.33 451388.89 −37.61 519907.41 17121.43 444444.44 −46.67 444444.44
p100.14 694444.44 −28.00 500000.00 500000.00 −24.17 526620.37 8171.57 465277.78 −32.10 471527.78
p100.15 680555.56 −29.59 479166.67 465277.78 −26.46 500462.96 13650.63 451388.89 −33.61 451851.85
p100.16 798611.11 −35.65 513888.89 479166.67 −37.39 500000.00 11625.37 437500.00 −44.32 444675.93
p100.17 763888.89 −20.91 604166.67 513888.89 −22.39 592824.07 23599.27 472222.22 −38.15 472453.70
p100.18 645833.33 −13.98 555555.56 493055.56 −18.39 527083.33 19341.67 458333.33 −28.03 464814.81
p100.19 833333.33 −29.17 590277.78 500000.00 −39.39 505092.59 6521.87 465277.78 −43.92 467361.11
p100.20 715277.78 −18.45 583333.33 527777.78 −19.35 576851.85 25879.30 458333.33 −35.83 459027.78
p100.21 847222.22 −44.26 472222.22 500000.00 −36.34 539351.85 24670.20 465277.78 −44.95 466435.19
p100.22 784722.22 −22.12 611111.11 548611.11 −21.36 617129.63 19458.07 506944.44 −34.54 513657.41
p100.23 826388.89 −27.73 597222.22 569444.44 −23.84 629398.15 19842.73 527777.78 −36.13 527777.78
p100.24 715277.78 −24.27 541666.67 486111.11 −22.46 554629.63 19582.57 479166.67 −32.78 480787.04
p100.25 708333.33 −27.45 513888.89 472222.22 −21.37 556944.44 17766.83 472222.22 −33.33 472222.22
p100.26 770833.33 −26.13 569444.44 444444.44 −37.66 480555.56 14782.57 444444.44 −42.13 446064.81
p100.27 805555.56 −35.34 520833.33 506944.44 −32.07 547222.22 13912.53 486111.11 −39.14 490277.78
p100.28 750000.00 −28.70 534722.22 486111.11 −29.01 532407.41 18549.63 465277.78 −37.96 465277.78
p100.29 770833.33 −32.43 520833.33 500000.00 −31.02 531712.96 10822.00 486111.11 −36.70 487962.96
761111.11 −26.11 560416.67 503240.74 −27.39 550555.56 17018.43 475000.00 −36.95 478109.57
Considering the larger instances of 100 nodes, in combination with the scenario of seven transmission power levels (see
Table 6), the results of BIP+ and DistACO are again much better than those of BIP. In fact, the difference between BIP+ and
BIP, respectively between DistACO and BIP, is now even bigger than in the case of the 50-node instances. Although the
relative increase in performance of DistACO is not as significant as in the case of the BIP+ algorithm, it still performs better
than both BIP and BIP+. On average, BIP+ obtains transmission power reductions of 26.11% when compared to the results
of BIP. In the case of DistACO, the deviation is even of 27.39%. As expected, the centralized ACO algorithm (characterized by
a 36.95% deviation from BIP) again outperforms the other algorithms.
In the scenario in which the nodes of the larger instances composed of 100 nodes are equipped with antennas of 201
different transmission power levels (see Table 7), the performance of BIP+ and DistACO downgrades similar to the case of
the 50-node instances. Moreover, BIP+ and DistACO perform, on average, slightly worse than BIP. This clearly indicates
that the number of nodes and number of transmission power levels has strong implications for the complexity of the
problem instances. When the number of nodes and the number of transmission power levels grow, the importance of
global information seems to grow as well. Moreover, remember that DistACO is the only one of the four algorithms which is
designed to be executed on the network itself and, therefore, the only one capable of generating solutions even in the case
of dynamically changing networks.
Finally, in Fig. 4we showsample solutions generated byBIP,BIP+,DistACO and the centralizedACOalgorithm for instance
p50.26 in the case of the scenariowith antennas equippedwith seven transmission power levels. Note that depending on the
algorithm used, the structure of the solutionmay change significantly. More in detail, we observe that the solution provided
byBIP seems towastemore energy (as indicated by the gray-shaded areas).Moreover, the structure of the solutions provided
by BIP+ and DistACO is quite similar, which may be due to the use of the same heuristic information for the construction of
solutions.
6. Conclusions and further work
In this paperwedealtwith theminimumenergy broadcast problem in sensor networkswith realistic antennas (MEBRAs).
The MEBRA is a more realistic version of the minimum energy broadcast (MEB) problem, which has been extensively
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(a) BIP. Obj. func. value: 763888.89. (b) BIP+ . Obj. func. value: 652777.78.
(c) DistACO. Obj. func. value: 611111.11. (d) Centralized ACO. Obj. func. value:
527777.78.
Fig. 4. Solutions provided by BIP, BIP+ , DistACO and the centralized ACO algorithm for instance p50.26. The scenario in which nodes are equipped with
antennas of seven different transmission power levels is considered. The gray shaded parts of the transmissions indicate the waste of energy.
studied in the last decade. This work provided two contributions. The first one consists in a modified greedy function
for the classical broadcast incremental power (BIP) heuristic. The second contribution is a distributed version of an ant
colony optimization (ACO) algorithm proposed in the literature for the MEBRA problem. The proposed distributed ACO
algorithmmakes use of localized greedy information for constructing solutions. Moreover, the source node of the broadcast
transmission is the pacemaker of the algorithm. Information about constructed solutions and the pheromone update is
aggregated in the source node, which, in turn, triggers actions such as the construction of solutions and the update of the
pheromone values.
Concerning the results, wewere able to observe that the distributed ACO algorithmgenerally outperforms the centralized
classical BIP heuristic. This is a remarkable achievement, because the distributed version of BIP is significantly worse than
the centralized version of BIP. When sensor nodes with few transmission power levels are considered, the results of the
distributed ACO algorithm are even close to the results of the centralized ACO version. This changes when the number of
available transmission power levels grows. In this case, the performance of the centralized ACO algorithm is significantly
better than the one of the distributed ACO version. It is also worth pointing out that our distributed ACO algorithm uses a
relatively low number of messages at each iteration, while keeping a rather low message size. Finally, the main advantage
of the proposed distributed ACO algorithm over the centralized ACO version is the fact that it can be applied even when the
structure of the network is unknown. This may be the case, for example, in outdoor applications concerning inhospitable
environments.
Futureworkwillmainly be focused on twodifferent aspects. The first one concerns the study of the changing performance
of the algorithm depending on the number of transmission power levels available at each antenna. The second one will deal
with an experimental evaluation of the algorithm on dynamically changing networks.
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Table 7
Results for the 30 instances with 100 nodes and antennas with 201 transmission power levels.
Instance BIP BIP+ DistACO ACO (centralized)
Obj. fun Deviation
(%)
Obj. fun Best Deviation
(%)
Average Iters. Best Deviation
(%)
Average
p100.00 459212.50 20.51 553418.75 427987.50 9.46 502632.50 31104.17 345231.25 −24.82 345231.25
p100.01 441043.75 −1.83 432962.50 446475.00 8.28 477561.46 35948.73 361331.25 −18.01 361623.75
p100.02 474512.50 −0.05 474287.50 458506.25 12.08 531841.46 34998.23 385406.25 −18.78 385411.67
p100.03 458281.25 −4.52 437575.00 421975.00 7.59 493063.75 30045.07 365556.25 −20.12 366090.62
p100.04 479650.00 0.46 481837.50 501156.25 18.76 569651.25 34910.47 393343.75 −17.89 393829.58
p100.05 531850.00 5.87 563062.50 539875.00 9.40 581866.67 35639.13 424700.00 −20.15 424700.00
p100.06 491356.25 −2.57 478706.25 456325.00 0.47 493685.42 30643.30 385681.25 −20.89 388715.83
p100.07 463506.25 −0.33 461993.75 449725.00 10.39 511657.50 35996.93 350681.25 −24.24 351135.42
p100.08 472868.75 12.46 531787.50 497393.75 12.98 534237.08 35687.17 380725.00 −19.41 381064.58
p100.09 480850.00 −3.88 462181.25 449750.00 3.97 499927.71 32664.03 374731.25 −22.07 374731.25
p100.10 424231.25 −3.75 408331.25 465037.50 18.08 500937.08 35938.43 342006.25 −19.38 342006.25
p100.11 471656.25 −6.57 440656.25 419650.00 −7.40 436731.04 23662.83 362737.50 −23.09 362737.50
p100.12 500500.00 12.84 564768.75 474075.00 6.46 532809.38 37494.23 401350.00 −19.70 401879.17
p100.13 451593.75 −6.84 420718.75 396512.50 16.50 526127.50 33125.40 338781.25 −24.98 338783.96
p100.14 429406.25 −0.32 428050.00 417456.25 12.98 485138.54 33157.83 351075.00 −18.17 351387.92
p100.15 432450.00 5.73 457218.75 393050.00 0.11 432940.00 24793.07 358181.25 −17.17 358181.25
p100.16 424568.75 −9.08 386031.25 403012.50 7.56 456667.50 35510.87 344987.50 −18.56 345751.67
p100.17 458856.25 −2.59 446987.50 482043.75 17.15 537536.46 35722.37 378987.50 −15.69 386868.33
p100.18 408706.25 3.97 424943.75 432081.25 13.16 462508.96 35715.07 338337.50 −16.09 342941.04
p100.19 479712.50 6.89 512781.25 441818.75 7.24 514463.75 34162.07 370693.75 −22.73 370693.75
p100.20 454231.25 17.73 534787.50 470781.25 13.48 515482.50 38139.67 360156.25 −20.42 361480.62
p100.21 450000.00 −2.29 439712.50 440475.00 7.37 483158.54 30296.20 369750.00 −17.71 370295.62
p100.22 454412.50 10.19 500731.25 499243.75 20.61 548047.71 31138.57 373293.75 −17.84 373324.58
p100.23 537300.00 −7.86 495075.00 488875.00 1.44 545028.54 36687.47 417356.25 −22.25 417749.38
p100.24 442118.75 12.06 495418.75 465737.50 15.44 510383.96 34717.83 364725.00 −17.41 365165.00
p100.25 445268.75 6.92 476093.75 423037.50 4.29 464386.04 26163.67 365462.50 −17.82 365938.96
p100.26 465362.50 −12.19 408625.00 391437.50 −14.08 399827.08 35453.83 357131.25 −23.26 357131.25
p100.27 459843.75 7.19 492912.50 463725.00 13.78 523203.33 33381.10 377900.00 −17.55 379123.96
p100.28 473806.25 −10.25 425225.00 455043.75 4.19 493639.79 31688.00 356293.75 −24.74 356566.46
p100.29 470712.50 −8.67 429918.75 487862.50 17.11 551254.58 28794.63 363006.25 −22.88 363006.25
462928.96 1.31 468893.33 452004.17 8.96 503879.90 33112.68 368653.33 −20.13 369451.56
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